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Is Partial
Calcanectomy a
Good Option??
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Crandall RC, Wagner
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Jan;63(1):152‐5

• 20 partial and 11 total calcanectomies in 29 patients
18 diabetics/8 spine injury
• Approximately one‐half of the diabetic patients,
immediate failure of the procedure led to amputation
• Primary wound‐healing occurred in only 4/18
diabetics
• Non‐diabetic patients 10 of the 13 heels showed
primary healing
• Late failure also occurred in three diabetic patients
• The overall rate of failure in the diabetics was 65%
• “The rate of failure with calcanectomy in this report
was high in diabetic patients: more than ten times the
4.2% failure rate observed in 190 consecutive BKA at
our institution.”
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What do WE
tell people
about BKA??
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(4):336–41.

• Cardiac function and oxygen consumption were measured in 25 patients who
underwent amputation for peripheral vascular disease (PVD)
• 5 patients at each of the midfoot, Syme's, below‐, through‐, and above‐knee
amputation levels and the five controls
• Normal walking speed and cadence decreased
• Oxygen consumption per meter walked increased with more proximal
amputation
• The ratio of cardiac function and oxygen consumption at normal walking speed
as compared with at rest increased with more proximal amputation, and the
capacity to increase walking speed and oxygen consumption lessened
• “Our results suggest that peripheral vascular insufficiency amputees function at a
level approaching their maximum functional capacity. At more proximal
amputation levels, the capacity to walk short or long distances is greatly
impaired.”

• To determine whether adults with diabetes and with transtibial
amputations (TTAs) are meeting the recommended guidelines for
physical activity intensity and daily step counts
• “Physical activity levels for adults with diabetes and TTAs remain stable
following discharge from prosthetic rehabilitation but fall well below
recommended guidelines of 6500 steps per day and 150 minutes of
moderate to vigorous physical activity per week.”
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• 1 and 5‐year survival in patients with
diabetes mellitus was 69.4% and
30.9% vs 70.8% and 51.0% in
patients without DM
• 1 and 5‐year survival in end‐stage
renal disease patients was 51.9% and
14.4% vs 75.4% and 42.2% in
patients without renal failure
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• 12 patients who had a large ulceration over the
heel were managed with a partial calcanectomy
• Only patients:
• ankle‐arm index more than 0.45, a TcPO2 >28 mmHg
• albumin of more than 3.0 grams per deciliter
• total lymphocyte count of more than 1500

• Follow‐up averaged 33 months
• Wound healed after the partial calcanectomy in
10 of the 12 patients
• 9/10 patients maintained the level of mobility
that they had had preoperatively
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“Partial calcanectomy is a
reliable and predictable
salvage procedure, provided
the patient has adequate
vascular perfusion and
nutritional competence.”
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“Partial calcanectomy is a reliable and predictable salvage
procedure, provided the patient has adequate vascular
perfusion and nutritional competence.”
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Was That the
Only Thing That
Changed?
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• 16 feet (14 patients) with recalcitrant heel wounds
who underwent VCC
• Minimum follow‐up time for inclusion was 1 year
• Average follow‐up time was 27.1 months
• At 1 year of follow‐up, 56% of heel wounds (9 of 16)
treated with the VCC remained closed
• An average of 1.44 subsequent surgeries were
required per patient
• Baseline or improved ambulatory status was achieved
in 69% of patients (9 of 14) at 1‐year follow up and
100% of patients (8 of 8) at 2‐year follow up
• Rate of major amputation was 19%
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• Most gait parameters were
essentially normal and
activities of daily living were
not significantly limited but
balance was impaired.
• Community ambulatory
function is a reasonable
expectation in the setting of
bilateral, partial calcanectomy
assuming no additional
balance impairment.
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Do Total Calcanectomies Yield Similar
Results?
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• The aim of this study was to describe and
compare overall revision and secondary
amputation rates for each surgical option in our
institution’s cohort and to identify risk factors for
secondary amputation
• Methods: 50 patients
• Revisions, secondary amputations, and possible
risk factors for secondary amputation and overall
revision
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• CRP values greater than 5 mg/L at the
index procedure were significantly
associated with overall revision
• In limb‐preserving surgical options,
secondary BKA rates are higher than
previously known
• Primary BKA is a procedure with a low
reamputation rate of 5.6%
• PC can be considered, with 28.6%
needing more proximal amputation
• “In TC, all patients underwent revision
surgery and 50% had to undergo
secondary BKA. Therefore, we hesitate
to consider total calcanectomy as a
surgical option in calcaneal osteomyelitis
anymore.”
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• Determine the primary outcome of healing rates
following partial (PC) and total calcanectomies (TC) in
treating calcaneal osteomyelitis due to diabetic heel
ulcers
• 20 studies met the inclusion criteria comprising 295
patients with 300 calcanectomies (270 PC and 30 TC)
• Mean follow‐up period of 29.3 months
• Osteomyelitis healing rate was of 80%
• Rate of secondary total calcanectomy was of 5.4%
• Rate of secondary BKA was of 17.1% with no
difference between subgroups of TC and PC
• Combined mortality rate of both calcanectomies was
of 13.4%
• Significant higher mortality was found following TC
compared to PC (p < 0.0001)
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• “Partial and total calcanectomies were found
to yield very good healing rates with
acceptable complication frequencies. When
compared to the reported outcomes of
below and above‐knee amputations in the
literature, calcanectomies could be fairly
considered as good alternatives to above
ankle amputations”
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This is not a MIS Procedure!

Take Home Points

Failures will occur
Staged Procedure?
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Thank You!
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